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"Among young children, 95 percent of medication-related poisoning visits to the emergency
departments are caused by a child ingesting medication while unsupervised; five percent are
due to dosing errors made by caregivers" (safekids.org 2015). It is never too early to educate
children and families about medication safety. This short story conveys an important message to
children ages four and up about the dangers of medication misuse. Mary Stephens, a kind and
free-spirited little girl learns a valuable lesson when her pet rabbit Clover falls victim to a
medication mishap.

Mom's Choice Awards RecipientMary's Clover: A Story about Medication Safety is a recipient of
the prestigious Mom's Choice Award. The Mom's Choice Awards® (MCA) evaluates products
and services created for parents and educators and is globally recognized for establishing the
benchmark of excellence in family-friendly media, products and services. Using a rigorous
evaluation process, entries are scored on a number of elements including production quality,
design, educational value, entertainment value, originality, appeal and cost. Around the world,
parents, educators, retailers and members of the media trust the MCA Honoring Excellence seal
when selecting quality products and services for families and children.About the AuthorNila
Sturlin is a third year Pharm.D. student at the University of Illinois-Chicago College of Pharmacy
and a graduate student at UIC School of Public Health. She is an active member of the
American Public Health Association. She holds an executive board position with Student
National Pharmaceutical Association. Nila lives with her husband and kids in Loves Park, Illinois.
In her free time, she enjoys amateur photography, writing, travel, online shopping, and
volunteering in the community. This is the author's first published book. Mary's Clover: A Story
about Medication Safety is a Mom's Choice Awards® Silver Recipient and 2016 Royal Dragonfly
Book Award Winner.
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Mary Stephens was a typical energetic and free-spirited little girl. Only her pet rabbit Clover
captured her attention.Every day after school, Mary assisted her mother in caring for the rabbit.
Together, they cleaned Clover’s cage, refilled her water bottle, and added a portion of hay to her
dish. Clover loved the attention. The rabbit jumped in excitement whenever anyone entered
Mary’s bedroom, which was where Clover’s cage was kept.
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FloFam, “She enjoyed the book. I ordered this book for my fourth grader. She had no trouble
reading or comprehending the story. She enjoyed the book. As a parent, I liked the message of
proper medication use, and believe it is an important topic.”

scostner1, “Lucky Clover. This book offers a nonthreatening way to introduce the topic of
medication safety to children. When Mary's pet rabbit becomes ill, the vet prescribes medication
to help Clover get well. Although the directions about how often to administer the medicine are
explained carefully to Mary's mother, Mary herself doesn't pay attention to the instructions. She
gives Clover extra doses of the medicine without her mother's knowledge, thinking that it will
make her pet recover from her illness more quickly. Instead, the overdose makes the rabbit very
sick. (Don't worry, no rabbits were harmed in the writing of this book, and Clover does recover.)
While the vet works to counteract the effects of too much medicine, the pharmacist visits with
Mary and her mother and explains how important it is to follow the directions for dosage and
timing of medicine.This would be an excellent book for teachers and guidance counselors to use
with young students. They could read the story, discuss it, and then review guidelines for
medication safety. It is a story with a happy ending, so no one will be upset by the death of
Mary's pet. The fact that the overdose is unintentional (because Mary was only trying to help),
keeps the focus of the story on safety. Very young children often don't understand that medicine
is a good thing only when it is used properly, and that it is very dangerous when taken incorrectly.
The book also helps to make the point that adults should always supervise medicine, even for
pets.I received a copy of the book for review purposes.”

gayle pace, “MEDICATION SAFETY FOR CHILDREN. This little book is good for children to
learn about medication, that it can help one to get well and feel better but too much, and it can
make you sicker.Children need to learn at an early age that medicines are not to be touched
except by adults. It is not candy and it can hurt you if taken wrong.Parents and grandparents
should keep medications up and out of reach of children. They are naturally inquisitive so take
the safety precautions. The author wrote a book that will help to inform children that medicines
can help but can also harm. The way the book is written is in the way a child can understand
and may develop a question and answer time between the reader and the one being read to.
The author puts in a phrase "right time, right dose" is easy for little ones to remember. They
need to be constantly reminded of this. The author presented an important topic. SAFETY! I feel
every child should have a copy of this book on their bookshelf to be read and re-read. This is the
first children's book on this topic that I've ever seen or read. VERY IMPORTANT!I received this
complimentary copy of this book from the author, Nila E. Sturlin, in exchange for my unbiased
view.”

Megan K Magnuson, “This is a wonderful book to discuss with children in regards to the .... This



is a wonderful book to discuss with children in regards to the safety precautions that should be
taken with all medicines! I read this book to my 5 year old daughter the other night and it
opened the door for a great conversation about the fact that used correctly, medicines can make
us feel better, but if given too much, or, too frequently, medicines can do much harm. The
phrase "right time, right dose" is very easy for children to remember and will be a great tool for
them to recall when they encounter medicines around the home environment. In addition to a
great and very serious safety topic, the story line was interesting and easy to follow; my daughter
asked me to read it again the following morning! I could envision this book being a great tool to
discuss medication safety within the classroom environment as well. I would highly recommend
this book!”

Jewel Sophia Younge, “Beautiful Pictures; Beautiful Books. The artwork in this book is stunning.
Certainly, the message is important, but my favorite aspect is the pictures. The framing makes
the characters intimate and their story immediate. The perspective in many of these shots is just
striking and surprising.  For me, it is the pictures that make this story extra special.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Amazing!!!. I'm so thankful that this author has written such a well
rounded book about medication safety. You can tell that she cares about what she is writing
about. It's written so simple that children of all ages will be able to understand the importance of
this topic. Nila has such a special way to teach through her writings, highly recommended! --
Trisha Juanez”

Erica Harvey, “Great!. This book is great for elementary students. The topic of safety around
medication is a must for parents to discuss with their children. My daughter really enjoyed the
book and photos.”

The book by Nila E. Sturlin has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 8 people have provided feedback.
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